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Chinese prime minister, Li Keqiang, advocated for unity, prosperity and stability of the European Union (EU), it
transcended here today.

Meeting this Tuesday with the EU representatives for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vicepresident of the
European Commission, Federica Mogherini, insisted on the importance given by Beijing to relations with the EU, as
well as the EU commitment to comply with its international obligations.

According to the official media, Li asked to work with the EU with a spirit of mutual respect and reciprocal treatment
to advance in conversations on the treaty of bilateral investment and in the viability study of the free trade
agreement.

We will work with the EU to approach differences in an adequate manner and improve relations China-EU inside
the international order based on norms and contribute with vitality to world economic growth, declared the prime
minister.

He asked both China and the EU, to adhere the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter before the
complex and changing panorama.

In the Chinese leader's opinion, both parts should send a positive signal to maintain regional stability and world
peace, face global challebnges, reform and improve international governance and defend economic globalization
and free and just trade to face the uncertainties of the world scenario through stable cooperation between China
and the EU.

Mogherini,for her part, consiodered that the EU and China share the responsibiluity of maintaining international
order, face global challenges as terrorism, cluimate change and promote world peace and development.
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She also stressed that for the EU is vital to maintain the multilateral system and comply with its international
obligations.

She asserted that the EU will work with Beijing to strengthen cooperation, tackle adequately the differences and
facilitate the progress in negotiations of the treaty on bilateral investments.  
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